Zhejiang Seming Electronic Co., Ltd
Name: Led Speaker Beside Lamp With Clock
Model: /
LED QTY:

/

Speaker size: 52*18mm
Weight: /
Certificate:CE,RoHS,FCC

Specification
Actual Power

5W

Charging Input

DC 5V--1000mAh

Output Voltage

/

Speaker size
Degree of distortion

52*18mm
<0.5%

LED Quantity

/
/

Lifespan

30,000 Hours

Commercial Type

Frequency Range

70Hz-20KHz

Play Time

Weight

/

Coverage area

Outer Carton Size

/

Material

5 Hours(Music only); 25 Hours(Low
/
ABS/PP

Description：
Led speaker bedside lamp with clock is an awesome product which can be a wireless Bluetooth speaker, a FM radio, a smart
touch mood nightlight, hands-free speakerphone, or just a music player, it's all of this in one amazing unit! This stylish LED
lamp combines many popular devices into a single handy unit. Reduce clutter on your desk with this Bluetooth enabled device
that can stream music from your phone or other devices. Designed to complement nearly any decor, this multipurpose wireless
table lamp will enhance and compliment any location you place it. Make traveling lighter and more fashionable - Small and
lightweight; fits easily into your bag or pocket for on the go use, making your travels more convenient .As a smart touch
nightlight, there are 7 mode lighting levels, tap the top and the lighting mode will change, adding ambiance while playing
music. As a Bluetooth speaker, it can be compatible for Bluetooth device and support TF/SD card .It is free to enjoy music
and answer phone call hands-freely.

Benefits of led speaker bedside lamp with clock:
1. Comes with one LED light, energy-efficient and environmental protection
2. It combined many functions in one product, reducing clutter on your desk.
3. This product are small and lightweight, convenient to carry.
4. It has a sleeping mode, with sleeping time mode, the light will automatically shut off after the setting time (10-120 minutes
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adjustable).
5. Can be recharged by USB cable, it’s very convenient.
6. It is an ideal gift for any occasion, perfect for students in dorms, partygoers at celebrations,
7. Long life span.

Application：table lamp, crystal chandelier, wall lamp, down light and so on.
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